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This supplement showcases the work of Keith Grant, friend of Geoffrey Hill, (whose portrait 
of Geoffrey Hill dignifies the front cover of the newly-published ‘Homage to Geoffrey Hill’ 
issue, Vol 50 Nos 1-2, and whose art-work also separates the different sections in the issue), 
courtesy of Chris Beetles Gallery, St James’s, London. 
 



Keith Grant  (born 1930) is one Britain’s greatest living landscape painters. He has travelled 
extensively, and has confronted the elements in order to produce extraordinary, resonant 
images of nature, especially in the north. Recently, he has preferred to recollect his 
experiences in the tranquillity of his studio in Norway, and works imaginatively to produce 
exciting series of what he considers to be ‘autobiographical’ paintings. He is represented by 
the Chris Beetles Gallery, St James’s, London, which has held two highly successful solo 
shows of his work: ‘Elements of the Earth’ (2010) and ‘Metamorphosis’ (2016). 
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Rosalind Hudis is a poet living in West Wales. Her publications include Terra Ignota ( Rack 
press 2013 ) and Tilt ( Cinnamon Press 2014 ) In 2015 she was highly commended in the 
Forward Prize for Poetry, was a runner-up in the Aesthetica Creative Writing Competition, 
and was placed first in the Cinnamon Press Single Poem Prize. She is an editor on The 
Lampeter Review. 
                                          
                                       Log                                             
                                          
                                      A day sail from home berth.                       
                                     1500 dropped main near Pye End buoy.  
                                      Ran n under jib. 
                                      Wind sw/23 
                                     1620 near Guard buoy, furled up jib,  
                                      continued under power. 
 
                                     Locked out. Fetched cliff Ft by under-power 2000rpm. 
                                     Unfurled genoa. Stopped engine. Beam reach. 
                                     Started autohelm. 3ks. Fetched stonebks by. Course change. 
                                     Haze. Haze invisible. Fetched Medusa by.  
                                     Turned back. 
 
                                     Cork Sand By. 
                                     Gristle By. 
                                     Pye End By. 
                                     Medusa By. 
                                     Haze. 
 
                                     A day sail from home berth. 
                                     Fetched Stone banks by. 
                                     3 cables from Medusa. Unfurled Genny. 
                                     Stopped engine. 
                                     Fetched Stone banks by. Furled Genny. 
                                     H 27. Medusa 
                                     Turned back. Haze 
                                     invisible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Vuyelwa Carlin  was born in South Africa, brought up in Uganda, came to England to read 
English at Bristol and has lived in Shropshire for many years.  She has published four 
collections to date; the fifth, Long Shadows, published by Poetry Salzburg, will be out 
shortly.  She has had poems published in many magazines and anthologies. 
 
 
                     Edwina 
 
            On her hundredth birthday 
 
 
Are you happy? – brittlest thing, 
your tissuey arms, your birdbone wrists: 
unpropped, you list, smiling, 
 
 
hang, tranquil, over the chair-arm; wrecked beauty –  
glimmery blanks of iris 
rain-pools under a bluey, rainy sky.   
 
 
You hold up a flake of hand: –   
Is this a dagger that I see before me? –  
and you laughed half an hour; what flitting wraith 
 
 
sun-caught across the chasm? –  
sough of echo, gleaned whispery chime? – your elegant Lady Macbeth, 
your trilling songs.  But you'll beat time 
 
 
with ricepaper palms; gaze  
through crystalline warps at the vague here; entranced;  
reasonless as the mistbound unborn. 
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Stewart Manley is a visiting lecturer at the Faculty of Law, University of Malaya, Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia. His poetry has appeared in Hawai’i Pacific Review and is forthcoming in 
Queen’s Quarterly and The Dalhousie Review. 
 
 
 
 
The Convoy 
 
 
Puffs of mist seek asylum in crevices, 
 
tectona grandis xylia kerri  terminalia tomentosa 
  sunda slow loris 
 
Raindrops fall on sheltered places, 
 
colocasia escolenta  alocasia odora 
  pareas margaritophorus 
 
The gleam of a jet black boot to the shin, 
A rap on the helmet 
Above the anterior cingulate cortex 
To keep motivation high. 
 
Reverie finis, reality incipere. 
 
A cup of tea would have done the trick just as well. 
 
Slugs converge on an injured earthworm, 
Writhing in the summer sun. 
 
Who is the slouching beast, 
When we all cheer victory? 
 
They say a person is murdered every minute. 
But not in temples. 
 
Disorder finis, silence incipere. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Sharon Black is originally from Glasgow but now lives in the Cévennes mountains of 
southern France where she organizes writing retreats. She has been published widely and was 
runner-up in the Troubadour Poetry Prize in 2013. Her first collection, To Know Bedrock, 
was published by Pindrop Press in 2011. Her second, The Art of Egg, was out with Two 
Ravens Press in 2015. www.sharonblack.co.uk 
 
 
 
 
Thirty-Seventh View of Mount Fuji 
 
 
A young woman sits, straight-backed 
in a loose, silk, patterned dress,  
skirt hiked up over one thigh, her right hand 
holding it in place. 
 
No-one knows how long she’s been here, or why,  
though some say when she arrived 
she was a rice paper screen 
but over days and weeks she opened like a lotus. 
 
A strand of black hair drifts across her face,  
her eyes are half-closed, her skin gleams 
under halogen, 
her lips are slightly parted 
 
like the blouse of her wraparound dress, 
her cleavage etched in shadow   
as, against the window, 
night presses in. 
 
The artist, slightly hunched, moves out, 
moves in, dipping and lifting his palette, 
drawing his brush across her cheekbone  
like a cloud across a summit 
 
or the final stroke  
to the kanji symbol for desire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Marek Urbanowicz has been published in magazines and anthologies. He was selected for 
the inaugural Becoming a Poet course with Faber Academy in 2009.  In 2014 he completed 
an MA in Voice Studies from Royal Central School of Speech and Drama. He is now a 
qualified voice coach with a special interest in the reading of poetry. He qualified as an 
acupuncturist in 1979. 
 
Cluster 
 
For Alix i.m. 
 
I speak your name into the dark,  
let it sail out like a frail boat 
toward whatever presences 
 
there are listening at the edge 
of the liminal, where my sight 
is too night blinded to fathom. 
 
I do not expect an echo 
as the sound ripples out in waves 
through the night air’s susurration. 
 
Whether I whisper or I shout, 
will my voicing catch at the web 
of the who, what, the where of you? 
 
One night, soon after you had gone,  
I sensed you gathered about me 
as a cluster: electric, bright 
 
dancing cells of self which too quick 
ghosted back into the laced dark, 
dispersed to the elemental. 
 
I cannot fish you back to here, 
whatever it is that ‘here’ is, 
since lapsing time has unclasped you 
 
and I, for a while, am tethered 
to this place of idols and bone. 
Blindfold, I try to dowse my way 
 
but don’t own a sailor’s keen eye 
with which to navigate my craft 
through shoals and the unsounded deep. 
 
I lie, here in this quietus, 
breath sole company and solace, 
hearing darkness name and call me. 
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Gerard Smyth has published eight collections of poetry, including A Song of Elsewhere ( 
Dedalus Press 2015), and The Fullness of Time: New and Selected Poems ( Dedalus Press, 
2010 ). A sequence of poems, After Easter, with a drawing by artist Brian Maguire, was 
recent published in a limited edition by The Salvage Press. He was the 2012 recipient of the 
O’Shaughnessy Poetry Award presented by the University of St Thomas in Minnesota.  He is 
a member of Aosdána. 
 
 
One Life 
 
In memory of Ethel Smith  
 
That morning it was news of your death that woke me.  
The night before I had noticed that my bedside book  
was almost at the end of the story. 
 
Even in dull January you could see the bright side, 
wherever it was - behind the rain 
or in dismal shade, when the day was one of disappointment.  
 



In a room half-lit by candle-flicker you died before the death  
of winter. And when you died we lifted you up,  
six shoulders carrying a tireless dancer.   
 
Nothing remained undone – one life was all you needed. 
Now you know what lies beyond the blue lights  
of Andromeda. And what would you want from us?  
 
Nothing except that we who live on  
should hum the happier tune and not the lament or fugue.  
 
 
 
Longhand 
 
I found them again, love letters I kept  –  
old memories from when  
we were like two people when water separates them. 
I found them and felt like someone 
granted a second chance.  
 
The green pages fell from where they had slipped  
and settled in the lap of the gods.  
I found them again, treasures that were lost –  
love letters sent to an old address, 
one carrying the scent of April, its last line ending xxx. 
 
 
 
‘Every Library is a Cemetery’  
                           – Derek Walcott  
 
 
On a library shelf I found a book, blew off the dust  
and saw at once that it was not a book much loved: 
 
On page after page there were pencil marks  
made by someone trying to remove the words.  
 
Perhaps it was the library ghost who filled 
the margins with critical barbs,  
 
who crossed out adjectives, cut short the scenes  
with too much idle conversation.  
 
Or maybe a secret scribe made illegible  
the author’s metaphors, took the time 
 
to hide his epithets, remind the reader to remember 
that every library is a cemetery.  



 
Matt Howard  lives in Norwich, where he works for the RSPB. Matt is also a steering group 
member of New Networks for Nature, an eco-organisation that asserts the central importance 
of landscape and nature in our cultural life. His debut pamphlet, The Organ Box, was 
published by Eyewear. 
 
 
Slaughden, near Aldeburgh 
 
 
 
I remember the cutting microclimate 
of the place, no more than a sea wall 
and a shingle bank; the one way out and back. 
 
And I remember worrying about your ankle, 
though it wasn’t mine to contemplate. So I said 
something about spring tides, temperature and sap rise 
 
and you said you had faith, we’d figure it out, 
there’s always a way; words at least, 
I took to that effect. 
 
What else is there to remember? A mile out 
and back; sea on both sides; wind yawing 
the poorly tethered halyards of little yachts: 
 
that weather really set in and would not break,  
went ringing through the bones. A year  
Dendrochronologists will call remarkable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



David Attwooll ’s first full collection, The Sound Ladder, was published in April 2015 by 
Two Rivers Press. His work has appeared in several magazines and anthologies, and he was 
one of the winners of the 2013 Poetry Business pamphlet prize with Surfacing 
(smith/doorstop). Ground Work (Black Poplar, 2014) followed, a pamphlet illustrated by 
Andrew Walton. David works in publishing and drums in a street band. 
 
From Beckley Hill  
 
He casts a spill of light onto a primed board,  
baits his brush with Terraverte, Indian Yellow, 
Hooker’s Green Lake; four more sprout from his palm. 
Beyond the gash of shade, he reaches  
 
to catch the bruised blue rim of hills  
and the moor’s open bowl below, 
relaxed to intractable floodplain. 
He flexes, legs braced before the easel: 
 
the current of sunlight pulls colour left to right, 
horizontal but punctuated  
by small grey verticals like distant floats 
– Noke, Oddington, Charlton; he calls them out. 
 
Still, the land’s scope returns an immersive gaze,  
gleams and then shimmers away. 
 
 
 
 
How to Be a Train 
 
after Jeet Thayil 
 
Invent the landscape 
as you go, let towns 
and fields unspool from air. 
 
Add vertical stuff 
even if the world 
seems horizontal. 
 
Extrude the view’s smudge  
of green, the colours  
of glass, dust. 
 
Then, as you pass, erase it all. 
 
 
 
 



Alison Brackenbury was born in Lincolnshire in 1953. Her ninth collection is Skies 
(Carcanet, 2016). This was featured in The Guardian, The Independent and on Radio 4’s 
Front Row, and was The Observer’s Poetry Book of the Month. 
 
 
                           Local   
 
Lincolnshire then forgot its cheese. 
Cheshire was trucked down from the North, 
crumbled white slice my uncle eased 
 
on bread and jam. Shepherd no more, 
I am not home where I have come, 
Gloucestershire’s stone, small combes. Explore 
 
where the bee orchids drift through May, 
near dead men’s flowers which hold no green, 
hide under holly.  Then, one day 
 
as old walls fall, the roads flow faster 
I find a cheese more pale than honey 
from quiet farmers: Single Gloucester. 
 
The milk for this comes not from sheep 
but black cows with a lightning stripe 
which farmers love, yet too few keep. 
 
One adds the milk of Charolais 
those horned white cows, which leapt like deer, 
amazed my father, who came home 
to Cheshire cheese, in Lincolnshire. 
 
 
Note: 
The cows with the lightning stripe are Gloucester cattle, a rare breed. 
 
 
 
 
 
            Friday mornings    
 
I have never forgotten the old ladies of Newcastle 
in the Town Market, where the light would stream. 
Wind like a wolf swept from Northumberland. 
I shook. They walked in pairs. They licked icecream. 
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Clare Best’s first full collection, Excisions, was shortlisted for the Seamus Heaney Centre 
Prize 2012. She has performed her autobiographical poem cycle Self-portrait without Breasts 
across the UK and Ireland, and in the USA and Canada. Other poetry publications include 
Treasure Ground, Breastless and CELL. Clare’s prose memoir was a finalist in the Mslexia 
Memoir Competition 2015. Springlines will be published in 2017. Clare is a university 
teacher of Creative Writing and a co-founder of Needlewriters, the quarterly reading series in 
Lewes. clarebest.co.uk 
 
Makeshift 
 
Sea purslane gives way to sleech, 
silt-socked driftwood lines the creek 
where waders plit-plat 
on the mud slumps. 
 
A feather rides the skim 
with thongweed and saw wrack – 
a fine long quill on the soft slip 
at the raw edge 
where water listens. 
 
Tide is dark 
and light, river green. 
The feather wet and black. 
 
 
Cuckmere Haven 
50º 76’ 40” N.  0º 14’ 70” E     



 
 
Where water collects 
 
 
Here’s one thing heavier than clay: 
the hollow left by dug-out clay. 
This place knows 
 
the weight of what has been. 
A hundred years of leaves and rain 
have not restocked the hollow to the brim 
 
and still the old pit seems to slip 
downhill. Tangled hogweed, 
grass and rotting stumps 
 
prove a tendency of hollowness 
to fill, prove the weight of missing clay, 
the gravity of men with spades. 
 
The clay is in brick houses miles away. 
Here, drowned oak carcasses 
are bright with moss, 
 
hornbeam leaf-buds drop their bracts 
in mud, hailstones melt 
to circles on the water.  
 
 
 
 
Old clay pit pond, Markstakes Common 
50º 56’ 52” N.  0º 0’ 21” E 



  
 
Jill Townsend lives in NE Hampshire. She has recently had work included in the anthology 
Fanfare from Second Light Publications and in the OUP book for parents and children I Can 
Read! Oxford Poetry for 7 Year Olds. 
 
 
 
 
Sounding the Waves 
 
The sea’s edge - hard to believe 
so many tons of water just stop 
and the waves’ energy conjures 
itself into friction, sound 
or returns to the sea; 
that the water has an edge -  
there, not there - where it pops 
its balloons to amuse us - not -  
 
and how like us it is 
to stand taunting it with stones 
or trying somehow to take it all in, 
allowing ourselves to be bemused 
by the pounding - unrelenting 
as we walk along the shore, 
a frill of foam round our shoes 
and everything we half know true. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Elizabeth Barton read English at Christ’s College, Cambridge, after which she moved 
countries and had a family. She has worked as an English teacher and has written freelance 
articles published in The Times and The Catholic Herald. She lives in Surrey and is a member 
of Mole Valley Poets.  
 
 
 
 
 
Torrent 
 
 
We never saw the waterfall at Schiessentümpel – 
the gorge was too steep, the woods too dark   
as we tried not to trip over trees ripped from their roots.  
 
You longed for the safety of the road  
on the other side of the Black Ernz river.  
Something disturbed you, as though the water’s roar  
 
undammed your fear, cliffs and trees eddying  
around you, and you felt the golden eyes of wolves  
hungering. We wove our way down the worn, stone  
 
steps to a bridge, feathered with moss; you paused  
a moment, in your skinny jeans and neon pink,  
your small heart thundering, then you slipped your hand  
 
in mine and we rode the giddying air. You smiled  
as we neared the other side; we never guessed  
at the torrent burning beneath our feet. 
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Gill McEvoy ’s latest publications in print are Rise (Cinnamon Press, 2013), The First Telling 
(Happenstance Press, 2014, which won the  2015 Michael Marks award. Gill runs regular and 
occasional poetry events in Chester. She is a Hawthornden Fellow. 
 
 
 
 
 White Poppies, Red Poppy 
 
 
Look at them,  
crowding from the frame 
like girls in Communion frocks 
who wait for the photographer 
to pose them,  
drop the shutter’s blade, 
fix them in their purity. 
 
Already a red spot  
on the corner of the glass — 
 
the Wolf loves innocence. 
 
 
 
 
 
Dark gape of throat, 
blood on the canvas. 
 
People are skirting it, 
eyes lowered. 
 
Wolf is in the corner, 
wiping a long tongue round his teeth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Howard Wright lectures in Art History at the Belfast School of Art. Blackstaff Press 
published King of Country in 2010. Blue Murder published by Templar Press/ Iota Shots 
followed in 2011. He gained first prize in the 2012 Bedford Open Poetry prize, and has won 
the Frogmore Prize twice. He was also longlisted in the 2015 National Poetry Competition 
and highly commended in the Torbay Open. New poems recently appeared in Scintilla, The 
Dalhousie Review and The North. Others are forthcoming in Stand and Orbis. 
 
Nocturne 
 
Suddenly awake, you are following a hundred yards behind. 
After midnight, and the taxis had knocked off long ago, the streets  
having tipped up and emptied themselves into sleep.  
 
There is neither voice nor phone. And who else was there  
if not yourself? It’s a story requiring impatience, a misty park,  
railings and climbing-frames, a path through nobody’s childhood.  
 
You short-circuit houses genteel and drowsily unprepossessed,  
their weekend gardens a heartland for the unsafe and unsound.  
Then you pause to steal a glance, the coat and scarf gathered  
 
about you like excuses; yes, still there, an outline wavering  
as mizzle makes the privet and avenue unfathomable. Reasons  
forgotten, you keep on walking, the end always in sight  
 
around the next corner, a shadow slipping into other shadows, 
your hands cold and wet like a loss of faith, on a night  
never really becoming day, a night like the last day on earth. 
 
The Late Shadows 
 
The beaten paths through the woods meant we couldn’t 
find a seat, so used a log, a severed trunk, over which 
I spread the tartan rug. There we settled with a small flask 
and some florentines while loose dogs roamed and barked,  
 
and in the middle of the lake branches appeared  
like white metal dipped in the untarnished ice. 
Other people were echoes and the sun hardly moved. 
We watched a swan with two impatient signets in tow 
 
come begging at our reflections where light melted into  
the late shadows. On the thundering wooden footbridge 
a robin flitted and posed, paused and perused, always 
the solitary, always the winner in the personality stakes, 
 
and maybe the same wee bird, wee brazen beastie 
your mother trained to perch and eat out of her hand. 
It sat out on the snowy marsh-grass like a small scarcely- 
important wound that stayed with us and wouldn’t heal. 
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Christopher Meredith  is a novelist and poet. He has been a steelworker and a schoolteacher 
and is an emeritus professor at The University of South Wales. His novel Shifts was 
shortlisted in 2014 for the title of Greatest Welsh Novel of All Time. His most recent novel is 
The Book of Idiots, and most recent collection is Air Histories (Seren). 
 
 
 
Horseshoe crabs 
 
Under planished clouds 
on the dusk quiet road 
we passed picket and flags 
and calm pastel clapboard 
gone glassy in stormlight 
and over the wall to the sea 
 
and the steel sea was folding 
and beating its swordblade 
on shingle that roared like 
the falling of money 
the deafness of factories 
in profligate making 
 



the heaped shields of horseshoes 
a flung dune along it 
their half mile a rampart 
of slimelacquered bronzes 
pigtailed and intricate 
each disc a warrior 
 
forged in cold oceans 
of hammered millennia 
armoured for suffering 
this day’s attrition 
surging in waters 
as if they were fallen. 
 
But turn a corpse over 
lift the ribbed helmet. 
Instead of the pulped brain 
clawed hands are tending 
the soft bench of a mouth. 
The armoured tail flexes. 
 
Its life reeks of rotting. 
And it roared in our ears, 
the sensekilling ocean 
the grating of bodies 
in commerce in warfare 
in stormhurled amplexus 
 
with no was and no will be. 
Language is matchwood. 
The strange world will enter 
paleblooded, eyejewelled. 
It stares and tells nothing 
and goes nowhere but here. 
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Carol Rumens has published a number of collections of poetry, including. most recently, De 
Chirico’s Threads (Seren, 2010) and Animal People,(Seren). Her awards include the Alice 
Hunt Bartlett Prize (with Thomas McCarthy), the Prudence Farmer Prize, and a 
Cholmondeley Award. She writes a regular poetry blog for Guardian Books Online, ‘Poem of 
the Week’, and teaches creative writing at Bangor University. She is a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Literature. 
 
 
 
Small Steps 
 
Sometimes, moonlight spills without a moon 
and through the milky vapour you can see 
the dark-pale tarmac, pocky camber, grey 
grass and where the hedges blacken. Slowly 
you look around. There’s nothing 
dangerous here, nothing you can’t work out 
with rods and cones, their twilight semaphores 
and the moon’s absent-bodied co-operation. 
 
If the bright one’s shed her towel above the lane,  
you needn’t even walk. Just swim 
or float the glistening length. You believe the lane is vast - 
the ‘Champs-Élysées’ or Kremlinskaya Ploshad, 
and where it’s leading, far 
as youth, that silver plain once called the future. 
Your steps follow you without being asked to. 
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D. V. Cooke (David Vincent Cooke) was born in Cheshire and graduated in English from 
London University.  He worked for a number of years for The Poetry Library in London and 
has published in numerous poetry magazines including: Acumen, Babel, Envoi, Frogmore 
Papers, Orbis, Outposts, Poetry Wales, Stand, Swansea Review, Tandem and Agenda. 
 
 
 
 
Mariana 
 
 
Make speed Mariana for life will not keep  
Nor wait but slips away.  The house has slept.  
Its veneer falls away yet the stone remains – 
The stone remains.  Statues stand, are washed  
By time.  In the hidden valley the glacier retreats  
And after many years flows back again. 
Ice covers the cracks on the alluvial plain.   
A transcendent beauty flashes the marshes.   
In the night sky under a crescent moon, 



Planets evolve.  In the distance of hills,  
In the deserted house a small light glimmers  
Then is put out.  Elsewhere, in the blood month,  
Animals are slaughtered.  Wheat rots in the field  
Yet silos go empty of grain.  In the sparse 
Wilderness horses grow thin and scant of breath.   
The seven lean years are upon us.  
 Time perishes.  
The glacier departs and the heathen knocks 
On the door.  Into the centre the circumference  
Folds and falls.  The suburbs fill with noise 
Of discontent.  Out of the distant past  
Barbarian armies come.  The shield wall  
Breaks and cannot hold.   
        Make speed Mariana,   
The curtains fall to moth.  The deadened fly  
Swats the window and falls.  Clocks are stopped,  
Are rested at time past.  The house falls into  
Disrepair and cannot connect.  Time will not wait  
But lessens each breath falling.  The sun rises  
Threadbare flickering through pines.  An east wind   
Creeps like a long-tailed mouse through cracks  
Where the fatted spider scuttles.  Things tumble  
To their end.  Hurry Mariana, make haste!  
Forget the whispering in the eaves.  Time  
Is given to us.  Time to use and not to wait.   
Take courage, try to live as we know how, 
For brother Death who once among  
Us lived discreetly, has fed upon our inaction  
And conspired to do this land some mortal wrong.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The lute-maker’s longing for snow 
 
 
Under the dry anaesthetic of evening 
You drank your absinthe straight.  The lost 
And inexorable sea haunted your thought, 
The times also were straitened and would not go  
But were interred.  They were not stopped nor  
By death made immobile, but straight as an  
Arrow their goings-on.  Had you then fletched 
Them?  And if so were your fletchings  
Straight and true?  The mind, you know, 
Is as a dynamo – it takes time to start  
Or to commence the process.  
                 Mock me you must.   
The whole thing will then lie in the graveyard  
A bare four years.  A man may not last longer.   
Listen now.  Sound of the cobbler on his last 
Luting and sealing the seams of your boots    
Which tread and tread along lane where potholes  
Flourish.  Careful now.  You must remember –  
In the grand scheme of things that are,  
Your death was bare and negligible.   
 
You were a lute-maker then, of origin  
Unknown, meticulous among wood and strings, 
Among the frets and worries.  Your maturation  
And music lingered along this coast.  Snow then –  
The winged and feathery snow.  You thought it  
Must snow though it hadn’t for years.  It was  
Not banished, no – but had some difficulty  
In falling – then like now it was upheld by  
Regions of air only notionally known.  
 
In depth of field – in middle of a wood, 
In the waste of a word there death is.   
The windows are bare and feather-like 
The sea, the plumed and wingéd sea where  
Leaves rustle their dead and dying voices. 
This dense greenery and our own dense  
Occupation.  There you were turned to stone, 
To dead voices.  Your musical instruments 
Hung from trees for the wind to play upon. 
Your words hung upon our lips, upon our  
Memory – of time and all that is. 
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Keith Grant: Demolition of the Trojan Horse: Lodingen, Norway 
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